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ABSTRACT 

The purpose and requirements of target systems as well as the technologies that are being 
utilized to design and build a state-of-the-art neutron spallation source, the Spallation Neutron 
Source (SNS), are discussed. Emphasis is given to the technology issues that present the 
greatest scientific challenges. The present facility configuration, ongoing analysis, and the 
planned hardware research and development program are also described. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

In many areas of physics, materials, and nuclear engineering, it is extremely valuable to have a 
very intense source of neutrons so that the structure and functionality of materials can be 
studied, One facility proposed for this purpose is the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). This 
facility will consist basically of two parts: 1) A high-energy (-1 GeV) and high-powered (-1 
MW) proton accelerator (560 Hertz, ~ 1 . 0  @pulse, 517 kJ/pulse), and 2) A 
mget/moderator/reflector assembly (TMRA) which converts part of the proton beam power to 
low-energy ( 5 2 ev) neutrons through spallation and delivers them to the neutron scattering 
instruments. 

This paper deals with the second part of the system, specifically, the design and development 
of the TMRA and the exploration of the scientifically challenging issues. Many scientific and 
technical disciplines are required to produce a successful TMRA. These include engineering, 
remote handling, neutronics, materials, thermal hydraulics, and instrumentation. Some of 
these areas will be discussed below. 

11. PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS OF TARGET SYSTEMS 

The purpose of target systems is to provide low-energy neutrons from high-energy spallation 
reactions for short-pulsed neutron scattering instruments and to develop three proton beam 



dumps, one for the linac and two for the storage ring. These two parts, mentioned above, are 
generally referred to as neutron source systems and beam dumps. The neutronic and shielding 
analysis for the target systems as well as for the accelerator components is also included. 

The first requirement for the neutron source system is to safely and reliably receive a proton 
beam with the characteristics defined in Section I. As a second requirement the neutron source 
systems must be able to convert part of the proton beam power into short, high-intensity pulses 
of low-energy neutrons (both ambient and cold) which can be used by up to 18 neutron beam 
lines, and which meet the requirements of the neutron scattering instruments. As a third 
requirement, the neutron source systems must be upgradable to higher beam power with 
minimal operational interruptions. For example, the current target station will be upgradable 
from the 1-MW level to the 2- and then 4-MW level. To accommodate this, the bulk shielding 
must able to handle 4 Mw from the start. 

I 

A second target station not currently within the scope of the present project is being discussed. 
It will receive a proton beam with the following characteristics: proton beam energy, 1 GeV; 
maximum average power, 1 Mw; pulse length, -1 ps; and pulse frequency, -10 Hz. This 
target station will be able to more efficiently use the low-energy neutrons from the cryogenic 
moderators due to the lower-pulse frequency. 

The requirements for the three beam dumps are as follows: proton beam energy, 1 GeV; 
maximum average power, 0.2 Mw, pulse length, 1 ms for the linac and ring injection dump; 
< 1  ps for the ring extraction dump; and the energy per pulse for the linac dump, 67 kJ @ 3 Hz 
(4 MW case) and 33 kJ 0 6 Hz (2  M W  case) for the ring injection dump and the ring extraction 
dump. Safe containment of the proton beam with respect to radiation doses and soil activation 
will be accomplished. 

111. TARGET BUILDING CONFIGURATION AND MAINTENANCE 

The TMFtA and experimental systems for the SNS are located in a single building. As shown 
in Fig. 1, the TMRA is positioned within an iron and concrete shielding monolith 
approximately 12 m in diameter. The proton beam enters horizontally and moderated neutrons 
used by the scattering instruments exit through 18 neutron beam tubes projecting from the 
sides. The majority of the 66 m x 87 m building is reserved for the scattering instruments 
located on the neutron beam lines, however, remote handling hot cells projecting from the back 
of the shielding are provided for handling the activated TRMA. This region also contains 
utilities used for the target. Another cell for utility systems is located beneath the main floor 
level. 

I 

A .  TMRA 

1. Liquid Target Material. The reference design for the SNS incorporates mercury as its 
target material. Previous efforts by the European Spallation Source (ESS) team have 
been used extensively in developing the SNS mercury target station [Ref. 11. A heavy 
liquid metal target was selected over a water-cooled solid target because (1) increased 
power handling capability is possible with a liquid target, (2) the liquid target material 
lasts the entire lifetime of the facility, and (3) the radiation damage lifetime of a liquid 
target system, including its solid material container, should be considerably longer. 
The first advantage is due to the large power loads that can be convected away from the 
beam-target interaction region with a flowing liquid target. The second advantage 
results from avoiding the radiation damage that would occur in a solid target material, 
which eventually leads to embrittlement and fracture of the material. Liquid target 



Fig. 1. Cutaway view of target building. 

vessels will still need to be replaced periodically due to radiation damage to their 
container structure, but the liquid target material can be reused. The third advantage - 
longer irradiation lifetime - results from the need to select the solid target material 
primarily for its neutron production characteristics, whereas the solid container material 
is the only lifetime limited component in a liquid target. In addition, the target container 
material can be selected primarily for its structural properties, including its resistance to 
radiation damage. 

Mercury was also selected as the reference liquid target material because it: (1) is a 
liquid at room temperature, (2) has good heat transport properties, and (3) has high 
atomic number and mass density resulting in high neutron yield and source brightness. 
One significant result from recent neutronic analysis studies has been that the neutron 
flux from a short-pulse (-1 ps) neutron source is substantially greater for a mercury 
target than for either water-cooled tungsten or tantalum targets especially at power levels 
greater than 1 M W  (see Section JY). 

2 .  Mercury Target Design Concept. The mercury target design configuration, shown in 
Fig. 2, has approximately a width of 400 mm, a height of 100 mm, and a length of 650 
mm. The mercury is contained within a structure made from 316-type stainless steel. 
Mercury enters from the back side (side outermost from the proton beam window) of 
the target, flows along the two side walls to the front surface (proton beam window), 
and returns through a 206 mm x 80 mm rectangular passage in the middle of the target 
The target window, Le., the portion of the target structure in the direct. path of the 
proton beam, is cooled by mercury which flows through the passage formed between 
two walls of a duplex structure. In this way, the window cooling and transport of heat 
deposited in the bulk mercury are achieved with separate flow streams. This approach 
is judged to be more reliable and efficient (minimal pressure drop and pumping power) 
than using the bulk mercury to cool the window. Also, the duplex structure used for 
the window has significant structural advantages that help to sustain other loads. 
Beside serving as flow guides, the baffle plates used to separate the inlet and outlet flow 
streams are also important for maintaining the Structural stability of the target. 
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Fig. 2. SNS Mercury Target Assembly 

A shroud (safety container) is provided around the mercury target to guide the mercury 
to a dump tank in the event of a failure of the target container structure. The shroud is a 
water-cooled duplex structure made from austenitic, 3 I6-type, stainless steel. 

B .  Target Station 

1. Configuration. The overall configuration for the liquid target system is shown in Fig. 
3. The mercury target and the water-cooled shroud, which are subject to intense 
interactions with the proton beam, must be replaced on a regular basis. For this reason, 
all major liquid target system components, except the Assembly holding the Target 
- Container and Shroud (ATCS), are located on the floor of the target service cell. Only 
the ATCS after being remotely disconnected has to be moved. The mercury contained 
in the target system is drained to the dump tank prior to retracting the ATCS. 

The heat deposited in the mercury target is transported away in the flowing mercury 
loop to a primary heat exchanger that is located on the floor of the target service cell, 
outside the target region shielding. The primary heat exchanger is a shell and tube type 
with mercury flowing in the tube side and the secondary coolant, Le., demineralized 
water, flowing in the shell side. The tubes in this heat exchanger are a special, double- 
walled type which reduces the probability of a mercury leak into the intermediate loop. 



Fig. 3. Target System Configuration 

In addition to this primary heat exchanger, the mercury flow loop also includes piping, 
valves, fittings, pumps, expansion tanks, and mercury processing equipment. The 
secondary (water) loop transports the heat to a secondary heat exchanger located in the 
floor below the target service cell. The tertiary flow stream utilizes process water. 

The water-cooled shroud is provided around the mercury target to guide the mercury to 
a dump tank in the event of a failure of the target vessel. This shroud is formed from a 
duplex structure similar to the mercury target vessel and is also made from stainless 
steel. 

The mercury dump tank is located below all other components in the mercury system 
thus ensuring that most of the mercury can be drained to the dump tank even in a 
passive situation (failure of the electric power system). A gas purge system is also 
utilized under normal circumstances to provide more complete removal of the mercury 
from the target systems to the dump tank. The capacity of the dump tank is 
approximately 2 m3, which is slightly larger than the mercury inventory in the 
remainder of the system. The tank is actively cooled with a gas stream to remove the 
nuclear afterheat in the mercury but calculations have shown that passive cooling will 
work due to dilution which results from the large volume of mercury. 

2 .  Ambient Temperature Moderators. Fig. 2 shows the two light water moderators 
planned for the SNS. They are located in wing geometry below the mercury target and 
water-cooled shroud. The moderator vessel is made from aluminum alloy-606 1. Both 
moderators have a thickness of 50 mm and are decoupled and poisoned to give high 
temporal resolution of the neutron flux. Both moderators are approximately 120 mm 
wide and 150 mm high. The overall heat load in the ambient moderators is estimated to 
be 4 kW (2 k W  per moderator) based on extrapolations from ISIS and ESS data. This 
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heat load results in an overall temperature rise of less than 1 T for a nominal flow rate 
of 2 Lis. 

Cryogenic Moderators. In addition to the two ambient temperature moderators (120 x 
150 x 50 mm3) located beneath the target, two supercritical-hydrogen cryogenic 
moderators are located above the target as shown in Fig. 2. This configuration 
improves the cooling and warming characteristics of the moderators. Mechanically 
circulated supercritical hydrogen gas at a pressure of 1.5 MPa was chosen for the 
moderators because it improves the cooling operation, eliminates boiling and adds 
flexibility in operation. The hydrogen is maintained at supercritical pressures in all 
parts of the loop during normal operation. Only one of these moderators are decoupled 
and poisoned. 

Reflector Systems. As identified in Fig. 2, the reflector system consists of two major 
subsystems, namely the inner reflector and the outer reflector. The inner reflector 
consists of a stainless steel case packed with beryllium rods and cooled with heavy 
water. Neutron decouplers made from cadmium are mounted on the inner surface of 
the case. The heavy water flow loop includes appropriate equipment, such as piping, 
valves, an expansion tank, connectors, pumps, ion exchangers, and instrumentation. 
The system is designed with connectors to allow disconnection and removal of the 
reflector assembly vertically into a shielded cask for transport to the target assembly hot 
cell. The outer reflector consists of iron or nickel shielding which surrounds the 
beryllium reflector assembly and is contained within a 2-m-diameter safety vessel. 
Replacing both the beryllium and nickel with a total lead reflector is under serious 
consideration due to lower cost and better neutronic performance. 

Neutron Beam Transport Systems. The neutron beam tube systems provide the paths 
for moderated neutrons to travel through the bulk shielding to the scattering 
instruments. The configuration assumed at present consists of 18 beam lines looking at 
the four moderators as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Each viewed moderator face 
illuminates three beam lines, one normal to the face and two at plus or minus 13.75 
degrees. The upper and lower forward moderators have two viewed faces and the two 
rear moderators each have one viewed face for a total of 6 viewed faces. This 
arrangement allows a 70-degree arc for the proton beam entrance region and a similar 
70-degree arc for the remote maintenance systems at the rear of the target. 

A neutron beam shutter concept similar to the ISIS and IPNS vertical shutter design is 
planned. The shutters are in the form of stepped rectangular slabs. In the open position 
a hole in the shutter aligns with the neutron beam flight path. The shutter is lowered 
approximately 500 mm to close. This puts approximately 2 m of shielding in the 
neutron flight path. The drive for the shutters will be from the top. Each shutter will be 
made from several sections to reduce the height above the top of the bulk shielding 
required for removal and the size of the shielded flask required for transport. AU 
shutters will be the same, except for the difference in beam elevation required between 
beam lines viewing the upper or lower moderators. The weight of one shutter assembly 
is approximately 25 tonnes. 

The neutron beam lines require shielding outside of the bulk target shield. This shield 
is both for personnel protection and also to reduce the background noise in instruments. 
It is assumed that standard modules will be developed to allow sections to be added or 
removed, depending on the requirements and locations of the scattering instruments. 

6 .  Remote Handling Systems. Optimization of both the operating availability and 
predictability, while protecting personnel, is the primary goal of the maintenance 



systems for SNS. Several proven techniques in successful facilities throughout the 
world are applied to obtain the operating goals. These include designing equipment 
from the earliest stages to reduce the need for remote handling. Operating equipment 
are packaged in modular assemblies designed to be replaced with on-site spares. This 
enables operations to continue while timeconsuming repairs are performed in off-line 
facilities. 

The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle is used as guidance for all 
personnel and contamination control operations in SNS. Thus, activated and 
contaminated equipment are shielded for transport around the facility and to the 
permanent storage site. Areas of potential contamination are isolated by seals and 
valves. Repair and replacement of active components are accomplished in the hot cell 
adjoining the target shielding stack as identified in Fig. 3. 

A target cell is located behind the target assembly for the purpose of shielding and 
servicing the highly activated target components. It measures 6 meters wide by 15.5 
meters long by 5.2 meters high. A11 work is performed behind concrete shielding walls 
using conventional remote handling tools such as through-the-wall and telerobotic 
manipulators, a bridge crane and CCTV. Modular packaging of the components is used 
to reduce down time. Windows will be available for direct line of sight maintenance 
and trouble shooting. 

A general maintenance cell is located behind the target cell primarily to maintain the 
moderator/reflector plug, proton beam window, neutron guide tubes and shutters. 
Generally all operations will be remote, however, personnel may enter the cell 
following a cleanup. The cell measures 6 meters wide, 15.5 meters long and 6.2 
meters high. 

The enclosed, unshielded high-bay above the target system and maintenance cells will 
provide the primary means of handling components in the target system. It measures 8 
meters wide, 20 meters high and extends 55 meters. A 50 tonne bridge crane provides 
access to all of the maintenance cells, storage wells, and the transportation bay. The 
access bay is normally accessible to personnel, consequently all activated components 
will be shielded and contained during operations and during component transfers 
between the hot cells. In addition, utility and instrument connections to the vertical 
access plugs (Le., shielding, moderators, reflectors, and proton beam window) are 
routed in shielded trenches in the floor of the bay. 

IV.  NEUTRONICS 

The neutronic behavior of the target system can be obtained by using Monte Carlo techniques to 
track the progress of various particles as they proceed through the target, for example, the 
primary protons and the secondary neutrons and protons. For the work presented here, the 
codes HETC95 [Ref. 21 and MCNP [Ref. 31 were used. The codes were coupled in order to 
provide the proper source for the low-energy MCNP calculations. Various parameters were 
calculated to measure the neutronic performance of the target design. The two parameters 
which were most often tracked in the study reported below are (1) the neutron leakage from the 
moderators (J) passing into the neutron beam channels which lead to the experimental area and 
( 2 )  the time width (W) of the beam channel neutron pulse. 

The target assembly geometry used for the calculations has a Be reflector outer volume with 
dimensions 0.9 x 0.9 x 1.008 m3. The Be encloses a 120 x 320 mm2 proton beam channel and 
a 0.64 m long Hg target. The Hg target has a half cylinder on the front (where the proton beam 



enters) with radius of 50 mm. Downstream from the half cylinder is a section with rectangular 
cross section width of 300 mm and a height varying from 100 mm to 150 mm at the extreme 
downstream end. The moderators are located directly above and below the Hg with the center 
of the upstream pair 100 mm from the front of the Hg and the center of the downstream pair 
3 15 mm from the front of the Hg. Moderators (2 supercritical H, on the top, 2 ambient H,O on 
the bottom) are 120 x 150 x 50 mm3 with the smaller dimension being the thickness (Le., the 
distance measured perpendicular to the viewed moderator face) and the largest dimension being 
the height. In Fig. 4, a view of the model from outside the Be reflector is shown. Unless 
otherwise stated the results shown are for the upstream moderators. 

AOD front moderator 

Neu 
channels 

Fig. 4. Target assembly enclosed in the Beryllium reflector. 

A. 

The leakage spectra of thermal neutron emanating from the moderator faces are shown in Figs. 
5 and 6 along with the full xidth at half maximum (FWHM) pulse widths. It is seen for the top 
curve in Fig. 5 that the energy dependence of the neutron leakage is the same at the highest 
energies shown in the figure with the decoupled current smaller than that for the coupled case at 
the lower energy. At a lower energies the decoupled and poisoned neutron leakage becomes 
less than that for the decoupled case. The neutrons “see” the decoupling at a higher energy than 
the energy at which they see the poison. The peak in the spectrum is at -25 meV and is 
determined by the ambient water temperature. The bottom curve of the bottom graph shows 
that the width of the pulse is decreased at low energies by the decoupler and the poison. 

Neutron Spectra, Pulse Widths, and Current 

The same information is shown in Fig. 6 for a cryogenic hydrogen moderator. The energy 
peak in the neutron leakage is at a lower energy (-3 mew and is due to the lower temperature 
of the moderator material. The energy dependence of the neutron leakage is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 5. The leakage becomes less focused in time as measured by the FWHM. The 
time averaged and peak neutron leakages from the moderator faces are shown in Table I. 
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Fig. 5. H,O moderator leakage spectra and pulse widths (full width at half maximum) 
as a function of neutron energy. For both graphs the top curve is for a coupled 
moderator, the middle is for a decoupled moderator and the bottom is for a 
decoupled-poisoned moderator. 
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Fig. 6. H, moderator leakage spectra and pulse widths (full width at half maximum) as 
ifunction of neutron energy. For both graphs the top curve is for a coupled 
moderator, the middle is for a decoupled moderator and the bottom is for a 
decoupled-poisoned moderator. 



Table 1. Peak and average thermal current values (n/m2.s) 

H20 Moderator H2 Moderator 

C DP C DP 

Flux (peak) 2.1 x 1O2O 1.8 x lo2’ 1.2 x 1O2O 9.4 1019 

Flux (ave) 7.9 x ioL7 2.0 x 1017 6.3 ioi7 1.1 1017 

C-coupled, DP-decoupledpoisoned 

Information such as that in Figs. 5, 6 and Table 1 allows instrument designers to make an 
initial estimate of appropriate instruments for the SNS facility. For a more detaded instrument 
design the full pulse characteristics would be necessary. 

B . Modification of Pulse Characteristics 

Pulse characteristics can be changed in many ways. For example, the pulse width changes 
when the location of the Gadolinium poison plate is varied. All results discussed above for a 
poisoned moderator have resulted from using a poison plate located in the center of the 
moderator. The effect on the pulse of varying this location is shown in Fig. 7. To produce 
these results the plate has been moved from a location where the distance from the plate to the 
viewed moderator face is the total width divided by 8 (W/8 in the figure) to a location at the face 
opposite to the viewed moderator face. This latter location is equivalent to having no poison 
since the effect of the poison is to reduce the moderator width as seen by low-energy 
(En< 0.3 eV) neutrons. With no poison (W) the pulse drops by less than two orders of 
magnitude in 100 ps. With the poison at the other extreme it drops by three orders of 
magnitude in 30 ys. Note that the peak neutron flux drops by only 20% from one extreme 
location of the plate to the other. Thus the poison plate location offers effective control over the 
pulse width with little change in the peak neutron intensity. 

10” . . , , . . , . , . , . , . , . , . , 

IOi6  
J(n/sr-s) 

Time (ps) 

Fig. 7. Neutron leakage pulse (h  = 6-lwqrn~ wnen the poison plate location is varied 
relative to the viewed moderator face in a decoupled-poisoned H20 moderator. 
The distance from the viewed moderator face is shown (the width of the 
moderator is W). 



C . Innovative Moderators 

More desirable neutron pulses from the SNS might be obtained by using moderators other than 
the standard H,O and H, moderators considered above. It is well known that solid and liquid 
methane moderators can produce much larger neutron fluxes than either H,O or H, at some 
neutron energies. Methane moderators are not being initially considered for use afthe SNS 
since technological problems, Le., formation of tars for liquid methane, and “burping” (stored 
energy release) for solid methane, currently preclude use. Work is underway [Ref. 41, 
however, that may allow a solid methane moderator to be used at some future time. 

As will be shown, a liquid methane moderated neutron leakage spectrum can be reproduced 
calculationally by use of a composite moderator of ambient H,O and cryogenic H, The 
composite moderator study reported here is similar to and was suggested by the earlier Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) work [Ref. 51. As mentioned above, a moderator whose 
output peaks at an energy corresponding to the peak produced by liquid methane (L-CH,) is 
frequently desirable [Refs 6,7]. It would thus be of use to find a material that could produce 
the same spectra as L-CH, but without the problems expected from L-CH,. 

The model geometry used (Fig. 8) is identical to that described above except: a) the front 
moderator is fixed at a depth of 100 mm, b) the rear moderator is not used and, c) the front 
moderator is divided into two sections by a plane parallel to the moderator-neutron output face. 
The section on one side of the plane is filled with H,O and neutrons which leak from this side 
%re “from the H,O face”. The section on the other side is filled with supercritical hydrogen 
(20°K) and neutrons which leak from this side are “from the H, face”. AU neutron leakage 
presented in this section were calculated by counting neutrons whose direction of travel was 
within 25” of normal to the moderator output face. The spectrum for neutrons coming from the 
H,O face are very similar to those from a H,O moderator of comparable width. For 50%-50% 
H,O-H, the spectrum of neutrons from the H20 side is shown in Fig. 9 and compared to 100% 
€&O and 100% H,. Except at low energy, the spectrum for the moderator with 50% w-0 /50% 
H, is uniformly less than when 100% H,O was used. The reduced-moderator width would be 
expected to preferentially affect low-energy neutrons because of the greater moderation needed 
at the low energies. Those from the H, side (Fig. 10) show an admixture behavior where the 
spectrum look like a superposition of H,O and H, . It is thus possible to obtain a neutron 
leakage spectrum which look very different from H,O or H, from the H, side but not from the 
H,O side. In Fig. 11, a spectrum from the H, face resulting from a 25% H,/75% H,O 
configuration is compared to spectra for H,O, L-€I, and to L-CH,. As can be seen, a spectrum 
closely resembling the L-CH, spectrum is achieved. 

Be reflector not shown 

Fig. 8. Composite moderator model. The left hand side of both moderators is H20 and 
the right hand side is H,. The location of the division between is varied but the 
total thickness is held at 50 mm.. 
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Fig. 9. Neutron leakage spectra from H,O and H, decoupled moderators of total width 
50 mm and from a composite mixture of H,O and H, as viewed from the H,O 
side 
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Fig. 10. Neutron leakage spectra from H,O and H, decoupled moderators of total 
width 50 mm and from a composite mixture of H,O and H, as viewed from 
the H,& 
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Fig. 11. Neutron leakage spectra from H,O, HZ, and L-CH, decoupled moderators of 
total width 50 mm and from a composite mixture of H,O and H, as viewed 
from the H, side. - 

V . TARGET DEVELOPMENT 

A .  Mercury Target Power handling performance 

The mercury target and its enclosing structure must be designed to sustain the time-averaged 
power loads as well as the nearly instantaneous power deposition during single pulses. These 
time-averaged and single pulse loads are defined in Table 2. Since about 60% of the proton 
beam power is deposited in the target, the thermal-hydraulic system for the target is designed to 
remove a time-averaged thermal power of 0.6 M W ,  corresponding to a proton beam power of 1 
MW. Since the pulse frequency is 60 Hz, the amount of energy deposited in the target during a 
single pulse is 10 kJ. The power deposited in the target must be transported away without 
excessive mercury or stainless steel vessel temperatures or stresses. This transport is achieved 
using two separate mercury flow streams; one to transport the heat deposited in the mercury 
contained in regions interior to the vessel, and one to cool the stainless steel vessel structure. 
Three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics simulations of the target main flow and the 
cooling jacket were performed to predict the temperature, velocity, and pressure distributions in 
the target.[Ref. 81 Results for the reference design case, which has a time-averaged proton 
beam power of 1 M W ,  are summarized in Table 3. 

In the main mercury target flow stream, mercury enters the target through the two side channels 
at 80°C with a combined flow rate of 146 kg/s. The resulting bulk (volume averaged) 
temperature rise in the mercury is 30°C. As shown in Fig. 12, the power deposited in the bulk 
mercury is effectively transported from the target with reasonable flow rates, pressure-drop, 
and pumping power. The maximum temperature in the bulk mercury is less than 160°C even in 
the recirculation zone located near the flow baffles because the heating rate for the specified 
parabolic profile is relatively low in this region. 
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Fig. 12. Streamlines, speedlines and isotherms for the mercury target for a proton beam power 
of 1 MW. 



Table 2. Heat loads on the SNS mercury target 

60 - 60 

Parameter Value 

Pulse duration (ps) 0.5 
Pulse frequency (Hz) 
Percent of beam power deposited in mercury target (%) 

Time-Averaged Loads 

Energy of protons (GeV) 1 

Beam current (mA) 
Total proton beam power (MW) 
Peak current density on target (Nm2) 
Peak beam power flux on target (MW/m') 
Peak volumetric heating rate in mercury (MW/m3) 
Peak volumetric heating rate in window structure (MW/m3 ) 

Energy per pulse (W) 
Peak energy density in mercury (h4J/m3) 
Peak energy density in window structure (MJ/m3) 

' 

Nominal Loads During a Single Pulse 

1 
1 
0.18 

180 
640 
336 

10 
10.7 
5.6 

Table 3. Design and performance parameters for the mercury target 
and its stainless steel vessel 

~~ 

Parameter Value 

Mass flow (kg/s) 146 
Inlet temperature ("C) 80 

Peak mercury temperature ("C) 152 

Configuration Double walYduplex structure 
Coolant Mercury 
Mass flow (kg/s) 14 
Inlet temperature ("C) 80 

Window/vessel material 
Peak temperature of window ("C) 

Bulk Mercury Flow Loop 

Outlet temperature ("C) 110 

Target Window 

Outlet temperature ("C) SI 10 
316 type stainless steel 

133 

As illustrated in Fig. 13, a mercury flow rate of 14 kg/s in the cooling jacket provides adequate 
cooling for the stainless steel vessel. The inlet temperature is 8OoC, and the temperature rise 
through the coolant passages formed by the two walls of the duplex structure is estimated to be 
less than 30°C (varies with passage location). The maximum stainless steel temperature on the 
target vessel wall is approximately 130°C assuming good thermal contact or wetting of the 
mercury on the stainless steel wall. This temperature is judged to be acceptable from the 
materials compatibility viewpoint and is well below limits associated with excessive loss of 
strength or other mechanical properties. The inlet and outlet pressures, flow rates, and 



Fig. 13. Temperature and velocity profiles in the central channel of the target vessel cooling jacket for a 1 -MW proton beam. 



elevations relative to the midplane of the target for various components in the mercury flow 
loop are identified in Table 4. The main mercury flow stream and that required to cool the 
vessel are integrated into a single system which use the same pump and heat exchanger. This 
scheme minimizes the amount of equipment on the target cart. As shown in Table 4, the 
mercury system pressures are quite low-a maximum pressure of about three atmospheres. 
The pump exit flow is split to provide two flow streams with an inlet pressure to the target of 
0.19 MPa and 0.25 MPa for the target vessel cooling loop. The mercury cooling for the vessel 
returns with the bulk flow through a hole pattern in the double wall structure near the rear of the 
target. 

Table 4. Pressures, flow rates, and elevations for mercury flow loop 
components with a proton beam power of 1 M W  

Component Elevation (m) 

Pump 0.1 inlet to 0.6 

Heat Exchanger 0.6 
Flow Control 0.6 
Valves 

outlet 

Target 
midplane 

0 

Inlet / Outlet Pressures (MPa) 

Main Flow Combined 
Loop Flow Loop 

(146 Kg/s) (160 Kg/s) 

0.133 / 0.21 

0.210 / 0.206 
0.197 / 0.138 

0.193 / 0.172 

Target Vessel 
Flow Loop 
(14 Kg/s) 

0.195 / 0.195 

0.248 / 0.172 1 
In addition to the time-averaged effects, the interaction of the energetic proton beam with the 
mercury target leads to very high heating rates in the target during each pulse. Although the 
resulting temperature rise during a single pulse is relatively smail (a few "C), the rate of 
temperature rise is enormous (-lo7 "Us) during the very brief beam pulse (0.5 ps). The 
resulting compression of the mercury will lead to the production of large amplitude pressure 
waves in the mercury that interact with the walls of the mercury target and the bulk flow field. 
Concerns exist in two main areas: (1) impact of the effects of the combination of thermal shock 
to the wall due to direct heating from the proton beam and the loads transferred from the 
mercury compression waves, and ( 2 )  impact of the compression-rarefaction wave-induced 
effects such as fluid surging and potential cavitation. 

Initial 2-D modeling efforts using the CTH shock physics code (McGlaun and Thompson 1990 
[Ref. 91) have examined the effects of rapid heat deposition for various cross sections of the 
mercury target. Transient heat deposition profiles which vary axially and radially have been 
used in these studies. Although these initial results indicate that the stresses in the target vessel 
are below the yield strength for annealed 3 16 stainless steel, more detailed analyses and testing 
are needed to gain a better understanding of this phenomenon. Furthermore, the thermal shock 
stresses must be examined in combination with other stresses, and the dynamic (short duration) 



and cyclic (more than lo8 cycles per month) nature off these stresses must be appropriately 
considered along with the effects of irradiation. Developing a more realistic equation-of-state 
model and information on the onset thresholds for cavitation of mercury in the regime expected 
in the SNS target are required to improve our understanding of design margins and predictive 
capability. Early efforts in the R&D program for the liquid mercury target are aimed at 
confirming the preliminary conclusion that thermal shock pressures and their resulting stresses 
and effects on the flow field are within tolerable limits. 

B . Experimental Evaluation of the Thermal-Shock Loads 

Mercury Target Tests are underway at LANL and BNL. The first campaign at the 
LANSCE/WNR were completed in May, 1997. The purpose of these tests, dedicated to 
thermal shock, were to develop shock wave instrumentation for this severe environment and to 
start to gather data to benchmark shock physics codes. The energy density in the Hg, 
contained by a stainless steel vessel, was two times greater than in the SNS but the module 
irradiated was much smaller (- 115 volume). No visible damage was observed and data analysis 
is underway. 

Additional Hg target tests are being conduced at B W A G S  Facility to study thermal shock and 
neutron production (via activation foil analysis) versus proton energy (1 to 24 GeV). This 
effort is a collaboration between many organizations led by BNL, PSI, FzJ, JAERI, KeK, and 
OWL.  The initial tests were conducted June 18-26, 1997. The measured and calculated 
strains were in good agreement. More prototypical tests are scheduled for June and December, 
1998. In addition to repeating the previous experiments, moderators and reflectors will be 
included to look at neutrons coming from the moderators. In addition, Pb and plastic sheets 
(representing &O) will be substituted for the Hg and container so that a comparison between 
the two systems can be obtained. 

VI.  MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY ISSUES 
NEUTRON SOURCE TARGET STATION 

FOR THE SPALLATION 

High power spallation neutron sources like the SNS will place significant demands on materials 
performance. The target system will be subjected to an aggressive environment that will 
degrade the properties of materials. Indeed, the satisfactory performance of materials for 
sufficiently long time periods will determine the viability of the target station for the facility. 
Components at the heart of the facility include the liquid target container and return hull, beam 
windows, support structures, moderator containers, and beam tubes, for example. A recent 
series of workshops summarized the present state of knowledge of materials for spallation 
sources and began implementing materials R&D programs for the SNS and ESS facilities [Ref. 
101. The materials R&D program for the SNS is oriented toward materials qualification. By 
this is meant informed selection of materials based on existing experimental data and analysis, 
testing in actual and partially simulated application environments, lifetime estimates for the SNS 
environment, and iteration and optimization of properties to improve performance. The 
program is structured around technical areas expected to be key to the design, fabrication, and 
performance of the target station. The five overlapping areas can be termed radiation effects, 
compatibility, materials engineering, in-service surveillance, and technical support. Detded 
documentation of materials considerations for the SNS target is available in the proceedings of 
two recent workshops [Refs. 10 and 111. 



A .  Radiation Damage 

The main problems associated with structural materials are expected to center around 
embrittlement, hardening and associated loss of ductility, and irradiation creep. Swelling at the 
modest temperatures currently under consideration for the SNS, < 250 "C, is not likely to be a 
serious problem. Irradiation creep is not expected to be a problem because of the open 
structure of the components. Most experimental data on radiation effects in materials have been 
obtained in fission reactors. A limited amount of data from spallation neutron sources has also 
been accumulated. For example, some very low-dose information is available from neutron 
scattering targets removed from ISIS and LANSCE. Some higher dose data are available from 
the beam-stop experimental area of LANSCE. 

By contrast to the few-MeV range of neutrons in fission reactors, materials in the SNS will be 
exposed (1) to protons in the GeV range and below and (2) to neutrons with energies spanning 
from the proton energy down to thermal energies. The common unit of measure of 
displacement damage is the disphcement per atom, dpu. One dpa is the dose at which, on 
average, each atom in the material has been displaced once. Required lifetimes of the most 
highly irradiated components such as the target nose, target container, and beam windows are 
expected to be in the range of tens of dpa. Transmutation rates in the spallation environment 
will be orders of magnitude higher than in fission reactors. The species He and H, as well as 
heavier transmutation products will be of concern. H production is calculated to be in the range 
of 1000 appddpa. Of more significance, He production is calculated to be in the range of 100 
to 200 appddpa as compared to 0.2 to 0.5 appddpa in fission reactors. Helium is an 
insoluble rare gas that can increase the severity of radiation effects by triggering or increasing 
swelling, and by causing or exacerbating grain boundary embrittlement as well as hardening the 
material to promote overall ductility loss. The effects of the high He production will be 
determined in the present R&D program. Irradiations in typical spallation source environments 
have been completed at LANSCE/LANL and the samples are being processed for test. A 
second LANL irradiation has been approved for late FY98 (July). For this three month 
irradiation, the samples will be in contact with non-flowing mercury and will be in the proton 
beam. The peak beam flux for these samples at LANL will be -1 x 10" p/m2.s as compared to 
-8 x 10'' for the SNS. Even though no information will be available on mass transfer, good 
data will be obtained dealing with liquid metal embrittlement (LME) and beam induced material 
chemistry. Additional material irradiations are scheduled at SINQ during 1998. . 

B. Compatibility 

The compatibility and corrosion behavior of materials in contact with liquid Hg, such as the 
container and flow baffles, is an important part of the R&D program. The work also covers 
issues in associated water cooled systems. Previous experience in liquid metal systems has 
been evaluated for its applicability to the present system. An R&D program for mercury 
compatibility with containment materials is presently in progress. In water systems there is 
already a large amount of experience. Considering this and the fact that water systems will be 
auxiliary systems rather than the heart of the target itself, it is considered that only a minimal 
level of R&D is required for water compatibility issues. The main issues in the Hg systems are 
considered to be temperature gradient mass transfer, liquid metal embrittlement, and wettability 
of materials by Hg. Experimental evaluation now underway includes constant extension rate 
tensile tests for LME and rocker tests for temperature gradient mass transfer. So far, the results 
are very encouraging, i.e., no LME or mass transfer. Further testing is planned to include 
notched tensile and fatigue tests in mercury as well as small scale recirculating loop tests (now 
under construction). This work interfaces closely with related engineering R&D on thermal 



hydraulics and mechanical design. In particular, it supports planned work on more prototypic 
large scale and high flow rate engineering test loops. 

C . Materials Engineering and Technical Support 

Materials engineering refers to the work necessary to translate knowledge gained in these areas 
into fabrication of components so that the necessary properties are achieved. Questions 
include, for example, methods of welding and joining, assembly, heat treatments, and quality 
assurance. The technical support function covers both the R&D phase of the project as well as 
the detailed design and construction phases. It gives a wide variety of support to the project 
that includes supplying materials properties data to target station engineers, and the solution of 
numerous applications-specific issues that are expected to arise. 

D . In-Service Surveillance 

An in-service surveillance program is being developed to monitor and improve the performance 
of actual components. Postmortems on actual service components will be a key aspect of this 
program. More importantly, standard specimens in a well-characterized environment that are 
more suitable than service components for testing and characterization will be irradiated. 
Parameters to be monitored include dose, dose rate, temperature, and target chemistry. 
Materials characterization and testing will include mechanical properties such as tensile and 
fracture properties as detailed by microstructural analyses. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Progressing design and analysis indicate that a very attractive short-pulse neutron source 
operating at 1 MW of proton beam power can be constructed for the SNS using liquid mercury 
as the target material. Research and development activities have been identified to validate 
design concepts and to allow future upgrades to higher power levels. Reasonable design 
configurations have been proposed for major component assemblies and remote handling 
concepts. 
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